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ABSTRACT 
If A 0 X is the Schur product of n X n matrices A and X, then we study 
estimates on the norm of the map X e A 0 X, where X has the norm it acquires as a 
linear operator on a complex n-dimensional Hilbert space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If A = (a i j) and X = (xi j) are two complex n X n matrices, then define 
the Schur (or Schur-Hadamard) product of A and X to be the matrix 
A 0 X = (a i jxi j). This product arises in many contexts in mathematics. In 
particular it arose in the author’s study of a duality theory for algebras which 
extends the well-known Pontriagin-Van Kampen duality for abelian groups; 
cf. [3]. 
In particular, the following technical question comes up. Let M,(Q:, I(- II,_,) 
denote the complex n x n matrices with their usual operator norm, i.e., 
X E M,(Q3,11- I],_) satisfies 
llxllop = sup{ IN+J) I: lItI G 1, Ibll2 G l} 2 
where 11[11s = (C~=il~i(2)1’2 for 5 E C”, and X4 is the normal matrix product 
of X and a vector 4 thought of as an n X 1 matrix. Note that ( I ) denotes the 
normal inner product. 
Given an n X n complex matrix A, define the linear operator, T*, of 
M,,(Q=, Il.ll_,) into itself by 
T,X=AoX for X E M,(Q=, II-II,,>. 
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It is of interest then to know the norm of this map. Specifically, what is 
Actually we needed to know a number called the completely bounded norm 
of this map TA, but it turns out that this completely bounded norm of TA is 
the same as lITAll, so we will not go into a discussion of completely bounded 
norms here. Any reader interested in pursuing completely bounded norms can 
consult [2] to start with, or a forthcoming book by Dr. Vem Paulsen of the 
University of Houston, Houston, Texas. 
It is believed by some that an “exact” formula for lITA]] is unobtainable. 
Though the present author is not thoroughly convinced of this, the best we 
have been able to do in the way of “simple” formulas are the estimates in the 
following section. 
2. ESTIMATES OF lITAll 
If A is a complex n x n matrix, let P = m and Q = m, where 
A* = (ai,), the normal conjugate transpose of A. Intuitively we regard P as 
the “left” absolute value of A, and Q as the “right” one. Denote P by (pii) 
and Q by ( qi j). Then we have the following. 
THEOREM. The map TA : X E M,(C, 11. [lop) - A 0 X E M,(C, I(. Ilop) 
satisfies 
Proof The first equality above is a definition. That ]I A]] m < lITAll is clear. 
To obtain the upper bound given in the Theorem we compute an explicit 
“ polar decomposition” in terms of a faithful representation w of M,(C) 11. IIop), 
which we can take to be any faithful representation. Let A’ denote the 
transpose of A, and let &‘, n E H,, the Hilbert space for w. Then 
Eij is the matrix with all zeros except for a single 1 in the ith row, jth 
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column position. Consider that 2 E M,(C, (1. (1 op) ++ Tr( PZ ), P = m, is a 
positive linear, functional on M,(C, ll.llO,), and hence by the Gelfand- 
Naimark-Segal construction we have Tr(PZ) = (~~(Z)[~lt~), where tp is a 
vector in L2( M,,Tr( P.)) =H,+ by definition. Thus 
Define co = 7~~(U*)5~. Then (A’)ij = (T~(E~~)[~J,&). Thus 
where we define a representation w@ np of M,(C, I(. Ilop) by o@ rp(Z) = 
C:,j=l~ij~(Eij)@~p(Eij) if Z =(zij)~ M,(C,II.Ilop). Also E = w@v~~(I)= 
w~~~(C1=1(Eii))=C1=,w(Eii)~~~(Eii) is a projection, the image of the 
identity in M,(C, Il~llop) by w@~~. 
Now define vp: H, + Hu@? H,+ by v& = E(t@tp) for 5 E H,. Similarly 
define v. : H, --, H,@ H,+ by V~TJ = E( 77~ ty) for n E H,. Hence 
w(A’o X) = v$,Bv&+, for all X E M,(C, II~II,,) 
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Now o @ 7rp is a representation, hence of norm one. We must compute the 
norms of vp and vo. For vp we have 
11%112 = ,,~;pPw= ,,s;PI IIE(@&J ll?f,ell,,, 
< 
=,,SyPl ,$, llW'TP(Eii)t@fPl/2 
c I 
= SUP 5 IIw(Eii)Z~~~(E,i)~,)(” 
11511 d  i = 1 
= sup I? II~(Eii)~II~,lI~~(Eii)~~II~~,; 11~11 d 1 i = 1 
Now C~=111~(Eii)5112 < 1 and 
So we get 
II~;zl ,fIl II~(Eii)SI12Pii G m,+ ii. 
1 
This upper bound is clearly attained by suitably choosing 5. Thus llvpll 
=/c. 
For vV we have 
Now 
llTAEii)~QllT,,,,, = I17ip(Eii)7Tp(U*)SpIlH,,, 
=(~~(‘)~~(Eii)~~(~*)~pl~p)=Tr(P~EiiU*) 
= Tr( U*PUEii) = Tr( QE,,) = qii ,
since U*PU = Q. Thus llvoll = /K. 
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Thus we have 
Now w @ 7~,, is a *-representation; thus I/w 8 rp(X)\( < /(XII,,. Also 
jj?:\IXIj,P = Jlo(A’ 0 X)11, since o is a faithful representation. Thus we have 
II?:,,,II d IlV,,jj IIVc,II = /K,/F. Since j[r*l[ = l[T,ll[, we are done. n 
REMAFIK. Replacing P by Pa, 0 < OL < 1, in the above proof, one can 
obtain the following better estimate: 
REMARK. Simple 2 x 2 matrix examples show that our proposition does 
not give the best possible estimate. 
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